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Opportunities for automotive businesses with a robust business solutionOpportunities for automotive businesses with a robust business solution

Tailored for automotive business businessesTailored for automotive business businessesA365

Ways Annata supports automotive businessesWays Annata supports automotive businesses

Create new business outcomes with AnnataCreate new business outcomes with Annata

Annata- A prime partner to some of the world's largest automotive brandsAnnata- A prime partner to some of the world's largest automotive brands

Harmonize processes and IT support 

across owned and independent 

distributors and dealer's network 

Large number of interfaces from 

OEM towards distributors and 

dealers

Visibility on opportunities created 

in the OEM website after routed 

to dealers

Adapt systems that handles daily 

operation and supply chain when 

acquisition or consolidation occurs

Reduce cost Boost efficiency

Enhance value chain  collaboration 

and communication

Facilitate regulatory compliance

Elevate customer support levels

Automate tasks and workflows

Improve visibility of data for 

decision making

The composition of the Annata and Microsoft Dynamics 365 technology stack that forms the 

A365 solution suite, offers industry-specific solutions, strong services, and unparalleled value 

to our customers, helping them achieve industry resilience, powering possibilities.

Annata’s solution for the automotive industry is carefully curated to fit the 

existing and future needs of these businesses and built to respond flexibly 

to their fast-changing reality, unveiling endless possibilities.

Optimize inventory  management 

and production

Handle multiple systems to create, 

plan, and execute a work order

Visibility of vehicle deliveries 

abroad, especially when it involves 

body builders and local assembly

Modern, scalable, cloud-based management 

solution that is tailor-made for dealerships.

Dealer ManagementDealer Management

Streamlines inspection processes by 

providing analytical insight and seamless 

integration.

InspectionsInspections

Customer
centricity

Mobility-as-a-service Sustainability Smart manufacturing
& digital supply chains

Connected
vehicles

Supports multiple brands and locations 

with capabilities tailored to truck and bus 

industry-specific business processes, data 

models, and functionalities.

SalesSales

Optimizes the warranty handling process and 

increases warranty revenue.

WarrantyWarranty

Improves efficiency, reliability, and profitability 

of the service process through advanced 

support for industry-specific requirements.

ServiceService

Unified solution with full functionality to 

control vehicle orders, vehicle returns, 

automated warranty claims processes, vehicle 

shipment, and distribution.

Import ManagementImport Management

Citroen Chile uses A365 to consolidate its path towards digitization

Challenge

One of the main needs of Citroën Chile was to implement a robust 

business management system, which would fully support the company in 

planning its resources and in raising its business processes.

Why Annata

A365 allowed Citroën Chile to have a broader vision of its business while 

enabling the integration of dealerships and after-sales workshops.

Renault embraces digital car subscription business models with Annata

Challenge

Wanted to create a fully online car subscription service to be rolled out in 

the Brazilian market.

Why Annata

A365 proved it was possible to achieve a fully digital and integrated 

business model using functionalities that were fully operational, simple, 

and efficient.

Read the customer storyRead the customer story

Read the customer storyRead the customer story

Annata is an end-to-end IT solutions provider that empowers businesses on their digital transformation 

journey. Annata's global industry expertise provides automotive and equipment organizations with a 

business platform that offers innovative solutions, strong services, and unparalleled value.                                                                                                                             

Annata provides functionality that supports businesses in dealing with industry challenges and transforms 

their existing operations and processes, helping them power possibilities.

For more information about Annata, please visit annata.net

Contact Us

Allows dealers to create, monitor, and maintain 

transactions directly with the importer or 

manufacturer.

Dealer PortalDealer Portal

https://annata.net/solutions/
https://annata.net/customer-stories/renault-on-demand/
https://annata.net/customer-stories/citroen/
https://annata.net/
mailto:marketing%40annata.net?subject=

